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Mosin nagant carbine bf1

in: Standard, Sniper Rifles, Bolt-Action Rifles Edit Comments Share The M1891/30 Mosin-Nagant in Real Life. Battlefield VietnamBattlefield 1 The M1891 3-line Rifle (also known as Mosin Nagant) is a Russian rifle originally developed for the Imperial Russian Army. Two designs by Léon Nagant of Belgium and Captain Sergei Ivanovich Mosin were selected
from three rifles, which were evaluated in 1889, combining the superior components of each one into a single design until 1891. The resulting weapon fired 3-line caliber (7.62x54r mm) ammunition. The M1891/30 is a variant developed in 1930 and was the standard red army screw rifle from 1930 to 1945. After World War II and the introduction of more
sophisticated bolt guns, the M91/30 was sold in other communist countries such as China, North Korea, Vietnam, and other USSR states. Many were later used as sniper rifles. The M38 is a carabiner variant developed in 1938 for the rear team. Performances[edit | edit source] Mosin-Nagant M91 (Battlefield Vietnam) Mosin-Nagant M91 (Battlefield 1)
Standard Sniper Rifles Bolt-Action Rifles Community Content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. Edit Comments Share Scout Varies Velocity Bullet Drop 820 m/s 12 m/s2 100 - 8080 (0-40 meters)80 - 100 (40-60 meters)100 (60-98.5 meters)100 - 80 (98.5---meter) 100 140 meters)80 (140+ meters) First shot multiplier decrease per second
1 4.5 (infantry)3 (shooter) 10.05 (infantry)6.7 (shooter) This article has a codex entry: Mosin-Nagant M91 The standard output rifle of the Imperial Russian Army. The Mosin Nagant is one of the most produced rifles of all time, with over 37 million rifles manufactured. — Description in the game The Mosin-Nagant M91 is a weapon introduced in Battlefield 1: In
the name of the Tsar Expansion for the Scout class. [1] The Mosin-Nagant M91 is statistically almost identical to the Russian 1895 with the few differences that manifest in the fire and reload time. The Mosin is slightly slower in the cycle and can do 56 rounds per minute as opposed to 64 RPM of 1895. When reloading, the Mosin is faster for partial reloads,
with the 1895 being only 0.023 seconds faster when reloaded empty. Otherwise, muzzle speed, ball throw and sweet spot range are essentially the same. The main difference between the two is the choice of variants. Unlike the infantry versions, which have different iron sights (although both have access to radium landmarks that are largely indistinguishable
from both weapons), the Mosin Nagant has a Marksman variant. of these, their performance in the middle range is similar enough to meet personal preferences between the rifles. A notable aspect of the gameplay with the Mosin is the variation of reload animations, with a unique set of animations at each level of capacity. Reload reload Four balls in the
magazine the player character has to place a ball in, of course (takes 3.15 seconds) With three, the character puts in two balls with a quick movement (takes 3.13 seconds) With two, the two animations above are combined (takes 4.23 seconds) reloading with a Remaining Bullet shows a unique animation in which the character ejects and catches the
remaining sphere, then performs an empty reload using the stripper clip (takes 4 seconds) reloading empty is a standard stripper clip reload (takes 3.9 seconds) There are two variants of the Mosin-Nagant M91: Infantry and Marksman. Infantry[edit | edit source] The Mosin-Nagant M91 infantry is the basic variant of the rifle. It is equipped with iron sights.
Marksman[edit | edit source] The Mosin-Nagant M91 Marksman is equipped with a medium power range. The Mosin-Nagant M91 is also the standard rifle for the Russian Army/White Army and Red Army in servers, which allows standard issued rifles and back to DenBasics. Weapon Skins[edit | edit source] Mosin-Nagant M38 Carbine[edit | edit source] This
article is a stub. It is short and needs to be expanded. Why not help? Scout A smaller version of the Mosin Nagant for Second Echelon troops. — Description in the game The Mosin-Nagant M38 Carbine was introduced on May 23, 2018. The weapon will be unlocked for use after the online standard or deluxe editions of Battlefield V have been pre-ordered
on each platform. It has a shortened length and like the Carcano M91 Carbine uses iron attractions instead of the usual Lens Sight. Trivia[edit | edit source] Loading and ejecting a K Bullet with the Mosin Nagant shows the character who grabs the ejecting bullet, which is a detail not included in other single rifles. It uses the initial ejecting and snapping
animation of reloading with a bullet left over. When loading the stripper clip, the character angles the last ball halfway through the animation to push the remaining rounds down, which may be intended to prevent misalignment of the bullet rims, which is actually a common problem with 7.62x54R ammunition in the rifle. The blank reload animation shows how
the clip flies out as soon as the rounds are inserted, an unusual feature that is not found in the reload of another rifle. The Mosin-Nagant M91 was originally supplied with a sword bayonet during the launch. This was changed to a spike bayonet when the Mosin-Nagant M38 Carbine was added. References[edit | edit source] - community content at available,
unless otherwise stated. Please consider adding Battlefield Tracker to your Adblock whitelist! Our ads support the development and hardware costs of running this website. Really hate advertising? Become a premium user. A smaller version of the Mosin Nagant, which is available for Troops. Damage Drop Off Can damage light vehicle False The Mosin
Nagant is my favorite weapon in any video game ever, the M1 Garand follows close behind it, but it seems a bit hard to get the Mosin in this game... It is said that I have to shots with a pistol, three head shots in one round. But I don't have this specific weapon, and it says that I need to pre-order something skipping lc or something to get it 1 Thompson
M1919Federov-DegtyarevBAR A2Mosin-Nagant M38 CarbineM1911AObviously you can't pre-order BFV anymore, and that's the only method I can find to get it. Was it just a one-off and you can't get it anymore? It would be cool if they were available now, as the BFV is out for a while. I really want to get my hands on this BAR. Bar.
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